Temporary Graphics Solutions

Strategies for fleet, interior, and exterior applications

Contact Donna Lind
Direct: 219-929-3158
dlind@signaturegraph.com
Vehicle Graphics

We Help You Get the Message Out Quickly

We help your fleet deliver the right message at the right time. Our fleet-based temporary solutions range from vehicle magnets to vinyl applications, both of which we are capable of expediting.

- Sits on top of your existing branding.
- Can be placed anywhere on your vehicle.
- Reminds your drivers & the public of safeguards.
- Notifies the public of your new services or changes to services.
Reflective Graphics

*When You Need to Make an Impression Day & Night*

Reflective graphics bring your brand to life, no matter the time of day, and can be applied to magnets for a temporary solution. They become visible as lighting from headlights, and other sources reflect off of them.

- Branding visibility day and night.
- Placement anywhere on your vehicle.
- Improves detection & recognition.
- Designs can be highly customized.
Window Graphics

*Let Passersby Know How to Reach You*

Window graphics are the perfect way to let passersby know of the changes to your services and hours. Messaging can range from full coverage to small decals depending on the level of impact you need them to make.

- Highlight important information.
- Can monetize unused real estate.
- High degree of customization.
- Notifies the public of your new services or changes to services.
Interior Graphics

*Ensure Preventative Measures are Visible*

Strategically placed signage is an excellent solution for wayfinding or informative messaging. High contrast designs are hard to miss and can serve as a constant reminder to protect yourself and others.

- Scaled to any size to fit your location.
- Easily removable at promotion’s end.
- Can be placed anywhere within your facility.
- Enforces safety measures and can be aligned with public health recommendations.
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Floor Graphics

Social Distancing is Easier with Guidance

Floor graphics inform your customers exactly where to stand to safely adhere to social distancing protocols.

We have numerous designs to choose from, or we can adapt your unique messaging. Our vinyl materials are available in a range of durabilities to last for your specific promotion’s length.

- Available in small to large-format sizes.
- Easily removable at your promotion’s end.
- Application does not damage your flooring.
- Easy to produce and install for urgent needs.
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